
I am the person who moved his body into the bedroom in order to cry. 

(I started a blank page that way). 

“I” am the human being that intended.  (I continued). 

I, am the male, that, feeling rejected, isolated itself, hoping that weeping would help, somehow.  (And 

so on). 

My name is Nathan.  It is outdated.  I am.   

 Conclusion no. 1: I am ill-suited. 

 Conclusion no. 2: we are individuals, unique and distinct in our ways and ways of loving 

 Conclusion no. 3: we are of variant capacities and generations 

 Assumption (no. 4): No one will love me reciprocally 

 Reflection (no. 5): I am fundamentally flawed, maligned, diseased.  I am a failure. 

 Observation (no. 6): I am undesirable, lucky, accidental, a survivor 

 Conclusion (no. 7): I am fucked up. 

These things both matter and do-not-matter. 

Things matter in planes or realms or spheres.  Everything is niche-y (Nietzsche?) context 

(discourse…domain).  Convergence (emergence) of “matter”-ing in relations that “matter” is quite rare. 

[factoid: (DATA): very few humans (homo sapiens / ludens / sacers / etcetera) are well-matched] 

Complexity (environment + genetics + social milieu + education + affectivity + experience + adaption + 

proclivities + Stimmung (fundamental now-moods) = idiosyncracies / eccentricities / LONELINESS 

(isolation, deprivation, fear/lack/failure-to-thrive) 

Humans (including I/eyes) are like this 

                            ARE this. 

                   That; there, Being             design/Dasein 

   A sign. 

   Therefore  - Everything is Fiction (friction) 

conflict – Difference – immanent  

demise 

device 

devise 

Curious, maladapted victories: Humans  

Ruling Failures 

Unfortunate fortunates. 



I AM ONE (many) (of many). 

And so forth… 

girl…dragon… hair… …above-average intelligence…Passat…talent…disease… 

 

   It barely MATTERS  

I have a job.    

(so ‘they’ say “they,” “them” unknowns) but it in no way supports me [pays my bills, meets my 

needs/wants/wishes, satisfies corporations, debts, feeds my children, “counts”] 

9. 0. 3. 800000062, sixty-2, 19, asinine, 

equation, algorithm, 0.10010.111.0001110.01.011.000.111.0. 

7. 

less. 

 “Less” is the term,  

   i.e. 

   e.g. 

   = NOT ENOUGH 

 Simply. 

 Span. 

 I “span” generations.  Pre-computer, post-device/wearable technology, analog         digital, I can 

write cursive, can actually COMPOSE rather than COLLAGE/COPY-PASTE/CONSTRUCT… 

 I was raised on text, and now “text” is an activity. 

Substance vs. action.  Touch vs. screen. 

  I use my hands to masturbate.  (in connection [direct] with my body (of which my hands 

– penis – vagina – brain) 

You get the picture (or “img” “png” “jpeg”      IMAGE of the picture (of-)) 

Names instead of digits/pixels. 

i.e. I AM OLD (at 44). 

by Generations 

I remember feet, zoos, cassettes and puzzles.  Hardcovers, LPs, mailmen and WAITING.  (Longer)  

(Longer). 



(not very long – not on horsepower). 

Decibel.  Zettabyte.  Mpeg.                                                                                                   Thud.  Whack.  Zappo. 

Thrum. 

It doesn’t matter. 

Blood.  Carbon.  Plasma.  Cell. 

These words are “different” 

Icon  File  Page  Web  Folder  Window  

Me 

.me 

myspace 

        you-tube 

iTune 

APPLICATIONS 

PROGRAMS 

HARDSOFTWARE 

everyware 

ubiquitous 

  ubiquitous 

    ubiquitous 

IMMANENCE 

-what does it meme?/mean? 

Pronouns and descriptors 

both more-than and somehow less. 

White/Other 

check-box  check-box  check-box  Czech-bos 

A  C  R  O  N  Y  M 

abbreviate for speed 

dick shun airy (Txt) 

1996            1939   



1970 

 

2015: Love 

That is the question. 

Sometimes I have to perform tasks 

and 

sometimes I am able to make meanings 

DEPENDING 

“Is the meaning really only the use of the word?  Isn’t it the way this use meshes with our life?” 

(Ludwig Wittgenstein) 

“I AM” 

 

now 


